Filled with museum-quality treasures, Aman Venice’s home on the Grand Canal is the 16th-century Palazzo
Papadopoli, one of the city’s most significant buildings. The great 18th-century painter
Tiepolo once lived here, and his frescoes adorn the walls of many of the rooms. In the 19th century,
the presiding Papadopoli family turned adjoining buildings into two gardens that, today, are among
the city’s rarest private green spaces. When Aman Venice was renovated in 2013, its sensitive incorporation
of contemporary comforts won the palazzo a heritage award for Italy’s best restoration.

Location

Getting There

• Situated on the Grand Canal in
the heart of the city
• Minutes from key cultural attractions
such as Rialto Bridge

• 35 minutes by boat from Marco Polo

Climate
• Average temperature in January:
2.5°C (36.5°F)
• Average temperature in July:
23°C (73°F)

Airport
• 15 minutes by boat from Piazzale Roma or 		

Santa Lucia railway station

Accommodation
Each of Aman Venice’s 24 rooms and suites is
individually decorated and includes a kingsize
bed and sitting area. The historically important
interiors have been sensitively furnished by
Jean-Michel Gathy.
7 Palazzo Bedroom		
2 Palazzo Chamber Affresco
4 Palazzo Chamber Luminoso
6 Palazzo Stanza Canal Grande
1 Maddalena Stanza Canal Grande
1 Papadopoli Stanza Canal Grande
1 Sansovino Stanza		
1 Grand Canal Suite		
1 Alcova Tiepolo Suite		

47–77m2
49m2
53–61m2
57–89m2
62m2
73m2
75m2
97m2
103m2

Palazzo Bedroom
• Garden views, unique designs and layouts
Palazzo Chamber Affresco
• Frescoed ceilings and views of the private garden
Palazzo Chamber Luminoso
• Views of the Canal garden and partial view of the
Grand Canal; south-facing to capture the 		
renowned Venetian light

Palazzo Stanza Canal Grande
• Spectacular canal views; many have magnificent
architectural details
Maddalena Stanza Canal Grande
• Grand Canal views
• Sumptuous decor with Murano chandelier
Papadopoli Stanza Canal Grande
• Grand Canal views
• Frescoed ceilings in the bedroom and bathroom
Sansovino Stanza
• Sumptuous historic decoration, with 16th-century
fireplace by Sansovino
• Partial view of the Grand Canal
Grand Canal Suite
• Original features including fireplace, gilt mirror,
wooden doors, and fan window
• Magnificent eye-level Grand Canal views
Alcova Tiepolo Suite
• Tiepolo frescoes, gilded ceilings and fireplace
• Separate handpainted Chinese sitting room
• Partial view of the Grand Canal

Dining
Paying tribute to Italy’s rich culinary heritage,
Arva is a dining concept brought to life by
Aman Venice's Executive Chef Dario Ossola.
Situated on the first noble floor, Arva celebrates
the shared enjoyment of uncomplicated
flavours in a welcoming and convivial
atmosphere.
Experience private cooking classes with the
‘Cook the Lagoon’ concept. Visit the Rialto
Market to select the best ingredients. and
return to the Palazzo Kitchen and learn to cook
your chosen Venetian recipes before enjoying
lunch.
Dine alfresco in Aman Venice’s private gardens
which boast the city’s finest views over the
Grand Canal. Creative inspiration for the
Garden menu comes from daily forays to the
local Rialto market.
The Bar at Aman Venice comes with a British
twist, a nod to Lord Byron, boasting the largest
selection of Gin in the city.

Arva
Capacity: 24 seated
• Italian heritage cuisine using the finest
locally-sourced ingredients
• Open to non-residents
The Palazzo Kitchen
Capacity: 10
• Intimate kitchen-style dining
• Private dining or live cooking sessions by Aman
Venice chef, Dario Ossola plus renowned guest
chefs including three Michelin starred Chef
Norbert Niederkofler
• Interpretation of local ingredients harvested from
the surrounding Venetian lagoon
The Canal Garden
Capacity: 20 seated along the Grand Canal side
and 30 seats under the pergola, 150 standing 		
for large events when the property is booked
in its entirety
• Tranquil spot for relaxation or dining alfresco
The Bar
Capacity: 24
• Cicchetti and bar menu classics

Celebrations & Private Events
With the feel of a private home, Aman Venice is
ideal for special occasions, from grand parties
to intimate meetings. The palazzo setting
allows for an unparalleled variety of venues,
large and small, indoors and out. A full hotel
reservation allows guests unlimited access to
the facilities on the piano nobile and the private
gardens by the Grand Canal.
The Piano Nobile
Capacity: 100 seated for large events when the 		
property is booked in its entirety
• The palazzo’s grandest floor
• Exclusive use of the large Ballroom, along
with the Bar, Blue Dining Room and Yellow
Dining Room
The Canal Garden
Capacity: 150 standing or 50 seated for large events
when the property is booked in its entirety
• Private garden bordering the Grand Canal
• Rolling lawn, formal planting, mature trees
• Full hotel reservation required
The Golden Room
Capacity: 10 seated
• Intimate gilded dining space with 			
18th-century decoration
• Can be used for private lunch or dinner

The Tiepolo Room
Capacity: 40 seated
• Featuring frescos by Tiepolo
• Floor-to-ceiling windows, silk wall coverings
The Guarana Room
Capacity: 12 seated
• Versatile space for meetings and private dining
• Floor-to-ceiling windows, silk wall coverings
The Salon
Capacity: 200 standing or 100 seated
• Versatile space for meetings and private dining
• Floor-to-ceiling windows, silk wall coverings
The Chapel
Capacity: 50 seated
• Aman Venice former Chapel onsite
• Suitable for intimate weddings and blessings
for large events when the property is booked in its
entirety
The Library
Capacity: 8
• Available for private dinners
The Bar
• Available for exclusive events with a buyout of 		
Aman Venice

Spa & Fitness

Other Facilities

Aman Spa
• A sanctuary of wellness hidden within the
third-floor mezzanine

Private Garden
• Accessible from the main gate

• Three spa suites with dressing room and
bathroom

		

• Aman Spa Rituals, based on the wisdom of 		
ancient healing traditions
• Salsomaggiore Terme, using the healing 		
properties of Italy’s thermal waters
• A series of International health and wellness 		
practitioners in residence
• Open to non-residents

The Altana
• Roof terrace with 360-degree views
The Salon
• Lounge area spread across two rooms on the
fourth floor
The Library
• An intimate space lined in leather
and gold leaf
• Antique book collection complemented by 		
modern tomes

Fitness Studio
• Fourth-floor gym with facilities for strength 		
and conditioning programmes and an area for
weights and stretching
• Panoramic rooftop views
• Personal training available

Aman Venice
Palazzo Papadopoli
Calle Tiepolo 1364 - Sestiere San Polo - 30125 Venezia (Italy)
Tel (39) 0412 707333
Email amanvenice.res@aman.com
Aman Central Reservations
Tel: Singapore (65) 6715 8855 USA (1) 754 216 7830 Email: reservations@amanresorts.com

aman.com

